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Abstract: When automatic facial expression recognition is applied to video sequences of speaking
subjects, the recognition accuracy has been noted to be lower than with video sequences of still
subjects. This effect known as the speaking effect arises during spontaneous conversations, and along
with the affective expressions the speech articulation process influences facial configurations. In this
work we question whether, aside from facial features, other cues relating to the articulation process
would increase emotion recognition accuracy when added in input to a deep neural network
model. We develop two neural networks that classify facial expressions in speaking subjects from
the RAVDESS dataset, a spatio-temporal CNN and a GRU cell RNN. They are first trained on facial
features only, and afterwards both on facial features and articulation related cues extracted from
a model trained for lip reading, while varying the number of consecutive frames provided in input as
well. We show that using DNNs the addition of features related to articulation increases classification
accuracy up to 12%, the increase being greater with more consecutive frames provided in input to
the model.

Keywords: facial expression recognition; speaking effect; emotion recognition; affective computing;
deep learning

1. Introduction

In what Feldman Barrett et al. [1] name the “common view”, certain emotion categories are reliably
signaled or revealed by specific configurations of facial-muscle movements. The latter are referred
to as emotional expressions and facial expressions. We will not argue here on the plausibility of
this widespread assumption, which pervades both research and the development of commercial
applications; such ongoing and passionate debate is out of the scope of this paper (see [1] for details).

Yet, whatever the agreement with the pronouncements of this common view, it is surprising to
notice how a straightforward fact has been hitherto overlooked to some extent: the facial apparatus,
aside from being used in communicating affect, is much the same involved in articulation when
subjects are speaking. This is allegedly occurring in spontaneous interactions and as a matter of
fact, even a neutral expression of a speaking subject may be confused with emotional expressions [2].
This phenomenon was first described by Picard in [3] who coined the term “speaking effect".

As an illustration of the argument, Figure 1 depicts an expression of surprise from the CK+ [4]
dataset and a frame from the RAVDESS [5] dataset of a speaking subject expressing the neutral
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expression and pronouncing the word “talking". The action unit (AU) activation intensities are also
shown, produced (by using the OpenFace toolbox [6]) according to the Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [7], a taxonomy of human facial movements by their appearance on the face. AUs 1, 2 and 5,
belonging to the brow and eye areas of the face are strongly activated only in the true expression of
surprise. However, AUs 25 and 26 which belong to the lower orofacial area are activated in both
cases with similar intensities, corroborating that speech articulation may take the semblance of
emotional expressions.

Figure 1. (Left) An expression of surprise from the CK+ [4] dataset. (Middle) A frame from
the RAVDESS [5] dataset expressing the neutral emotion while speaking. (Right) A bar chart of action
unit activation intensities for the CK+ image (in red) and the RAVDESS frame (in blue). The vertical
axis shows the different action units (AUs), and to each are assigned two intensity bars for the two
images. The horizontal axis shows the intensities of the activations on a scale from 0 to 5, cropped to
the maximum value.

Limited research efforts have been devoted to the problem, though the speaking effect has gained
attention by virtue of the growing efforts toward detecting affective states from a variety of modalities,
cogently visual and auditory. Thus, work has been done on how to compensate for it and hence
improve recognition accuracy. Indeed, such an effect is one of the hindrances in replicating accuracies
of the acted datasets on spontaneous interactions.

Our chief concern here is the following research question. How can we account for the speaking
effect in the design of an expression recognition system, rather than filtering it out as noise [8–10],
in order to improve the system performance? Specifically, we attack the problem of whether and under
what circumstances adding to a deep recognition model input features related to the speech articulation
process will increase emotion recognition accuracy in speaking subjects. To the best of our knowledge,
deep learning has not been explicitly applied to such effect, while generally it is widely applied to
affective facial expression recognition.

This question was addressed from an empirical standpoint. To said end we developed
two deep learning neural network models and tested their performances first on facial features
only; subsequently, both facial and speech articulation features were combined. The models
were furthermore trained multiple times on varying numbers of consecutive frames to determine
the dependence between the temporal context and the accuracy increase.

Our main finding is that of a statistically significant increase in accuracy when features related to
speech articulation are added in input, the increase being greater with more consecutive frames given
in input.

In the next section we provide the necessary background and review the literature on the subject.
In Section 3 we then describe the experimental setup, models, data and parameters used. Finally,
in Section 4 we present the results, and in Section 5 the conclusions, respectively.
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2. Background and Related Works

2.1. What is an Expression?

Facial expressions are a fundamental component of human interaction, along with prosody,
body posture, hand gestures and other behavioral cues that carry non-verbal messages [11].
Facial expressions reveal the focal point of our attention; show signal comprehension or
disagreement; indicate humorous or serious intent; and generally regulate and enrich interpersonal
communication [12]. Consequently, automatic facial expression recognition (AFER) has consumed
a lot of effort in the past two decades due to it being fundamental for human–computer interactions
and having applications in a plethora of fields and problems, such as psychology, medicine, education,
computer science, well-being assessment and ambient intelligence [13–16].

Darwin was the first to stipulate that certain facial configurations are expressions of certain
emotion categories [17]. This idea of the universality of facial expressions across gender, race,
ethnicity, culture, etc., later influenced Ekman [18] who proposed the discrete emotional model
using six universal emotions—happiness, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness and fear, together with a neutral
emotion. While critiques of Ekman’s basic emotions theory are aplenty and alternative theories
of affect do exist [1], it stands that most research in AFER, as well as datasets, stand directly or
indirectly on the shoulders of this theory aiming at classifying these (or a similar set of) discrete
categories of emotion.

There are two main modalities in AFER research: static and dynamic. In static AFER, feature
representation is obtained only from spatial information from a single image, while in dynamic
AFER the temporal dynamic of an expression is also modeled [19]. Recent years have also seen
a surge in multimodal systems where additional modalities are considered, such as speech (prosody)
and physiological signals (see [20,21] for in-depth reviews), so that more general simulation or
prediction-based approaches become affordable [22].

Early efforts in AFER research were driven by hand crafted features that were finally fed into
a classifier [23]. However, with the advent of deep neural networks in recent years and the increase
in data availability for AFER, deep learning became the state of the art for the problem by exceeding
the performances of other methodologies by a large margin [21].

Alongside the rise in the trend of using deep neural nets, the datasets in AFER evolved to be
ever more challenging. AFER is a problem a lot of attention has been dedicated to; there are plenty of
publicly available datasets such as CK+, FER+, MMI, AMHUSE [4,24–26] and others (see [21,27] for
a comprehensive list). However, a large number of these datasets have been collected in controlled
laboratory conditions with minimum variations in head pose, illumination and occlusions. Thus,
they lack the uncertainty of a real-world setting, making any machine learning model trained on
them have unrealistic biases and questionable robustness. Further, the size of these datasets is
seldom sufficient to train the data-hungry deep models well. This has spurred on efforts toward
establishing the so called datasets of facial expressions “in-the-wild", which consist of spontaneous
expressions collected in diverse and realistic settings, such as the AFEW dataset [28]. The performances
of state-of-the-art models differ greatly when applied to acted data and in-the-wild data. For example,
a recent method described in [29] obtained 98.06%, 82.74% and 61.52% accuracy on CK+, MMI
and AffectNet datasets, respectively, of which a considerably lower result was obtained on AffectNet,
the only in-the-wild dataset of the three.

2.2. Problems with the Speaker

As stated from the beginning, one of the hindrances in replicating accuracies of the acted datasets
on spontaneous interactions lays in the speaking effect [3]. One approach in the literature to alleviate
the speaking effect, i.e., to increase accuracy of AFER on speaking subjects, rests on the assumption that
emotional states and the pertaining facial cues are temporally more persistent than facial movements
related to speech articulation. This approach has been adopted both by traditional approaches [8,9],
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and by deep learning models that take as input single frames and output either vectors of features,
or discrete emotion classes. The speech articulation-related facial movements are considered noise,
and a statistic such as the mean or the mode is calculated on the features or classes seeking to cancel,
smooth or filter out the “noise”. In [30] the authors fine-tuned on the FERPlus dataset a ResNet50
variant pretrained on the VGG-Face2 dataset. On the resulting classifications they calculated the mode
of the predictions while ignoring the neutral expression and achieved 49.3% accuracy on the AFEW
6.0 dataset, thereby outperforming the baseline. Similarly, as an example of this approach applied
to features, in [10] the authors extracted frame-level features with three diverse networks—VGG13,
VGG16 and ResNet; and normalized the features by calculating the signed square root and performing
`2 normalization and afterwards concatenating them. Then, over all the feature dimensions, the mean,
the variance, the minimum and the maximum were calculated and fed into a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier obtaining 59.42% on the AFEW 6.0 dataset.

While the above filtering approaches provide a certain gain in classification accuracy, they also
filter out potentially useful information for emotion classification, thereby leaving room for further
improvements in accuracy.

On the other hand, a different approach would be to directly model the information relating to
expressing emotion and that relating to speech articulation. However, works pursuing this approach
are few and far between. In [31] Mariooryad et al. used asymmetric bilinear factorization to perform
the decoupling of linguistic and affective information. They build on their previous work [32] that
models facial expressions as having three fundamental components: speaker, lexical and emotional.
In [32], by using factor analysis, they demonstrate the dominant influence of speech articulation on
the orofacial features. However, their model depends on having the speech transcription to compensate
for the lexical information. In [31] they rectify that dependency, achieving 60.25% on the IEMOCAP [33]
dataset with four discrete emotions on a baseline of 53.8%. Wu et al. [34] developed an approach for
removing the speaking effect using eigenface conversion, whereby they convert speaking faces in
non-speaking faces by compensating for the articulation effect in the mouth area.

Finally, a somewhat related problem is lip reading, the connection being that a model that performs
visual-only lip reading will model speech articulation itself by definition. Prior to the advent of deep
learning, most lip reading techniques were based on hand crafted features and were modeled by hidden
Markov models [35]. However, lip reading, as did many other problems, experienced a quantum
leap in recent years thanks to both the emergence of deep learning techniques and the availability of
large datasets [36]. Deep learning is employed in lip reading for either feature extraction, upon which
a classifier is applied, or as an end-to-end system. The models also differ in whether they model only
visual information, or both audio and visual, with the latter providing greater accuracy [37].

A particularly interesting model is LipNet [38] by Assael et al., an end-to-end, visual information
only model that maps a variable-length sequence of video frames to text, making use of spatio-temporal
convolutions followed by recurrent layers. The accuracy obtained by the model outperformed both
experienced human lip readers and the previous state of the art by nearly 10%. The authors also
analyzed the learned representations of LipNet from a phonological perspective by generating
a saliency map for utterances, which was then found to correspond to phonologically important
regions in the video. They also analyzed how well the learned representations map to visemes, a visual
equivalent of the phoneme, first by predicting phonemes, and then by mapping them to visemes
through a predefined mapping. They found the confusion matrix of visemes on the GRID corpus to
be accurate.

3. Method and Experimental Setting

Our chief purpose is to investigate a method that exploits all the available information to improve
the emotion recognition accuracy for a speaking subject, rather than trying to clean up the data.
In particular, we assess the effectiveness of including information relating to visemes in input to
a deep learning model. Intuitively, one would surmise that if the model has information on how
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the mouth area movements relate to language articulation, the model can learn better than otherwise
to compensate for it when classifying emotion.

3.1. Models

The choice of using a deep learning model lays in the fact that state of the art for AFER is
achieved by this approach. Most of the deep models used in research adopt convolutional layers,
recurrent layers, or both. In order to investigate both these architectures, we develop two models,
a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a gated recurrent unit (GRU) recurrent neural network
(RNN), to classify the emotion expressed by a speaking subject in a video sequence. Each of these
models has two modalities: the first is trained only on data relating to facial features which we will
call the face model, and the second is trained both on data relating to facial features and viseme-related
features which we will call the lip model. Finally, each of the models and the modalities is trained n
times, each time on a different number of consecutive video frames provided in input. This approach
provides an opportunity to answer not only the main question, whether the inclusion of viseme-related
features in input improves accuracy for a speaking subject, but also to see the relationship between
the accuracy and the temporal context provided as input to the model.

In addition to the above, we develop a simple multilayer perceptron (MLP), taking as input only
facial features for a single video frame and classifying the expressed emotion, which we will call
the frame model. When presented with a video sequence in input, we evaluate the expression with
the model frame-by-frame, and then get the mode of the predictions as the predicted class for the whole
sequence. With this approach we replicate what is done in [30] by Albanie et al. with the purpose
of using it as a baseline for the evaluation of the other models. The only difference to [30] is that we
do not treat the neutral expression as noise by leaving it out of the mode calculation but instead for
completeness consider it a first-class citizen.

To extract emotion-related facial features from video sequences to feed into our models, we adopt
a pretrained model based on the VGG19 architecture (available at https://github.com/WuJie1010/
Facial-Expression-Recognition.Pytorch.git). The model was trained to classify the seven basic emotions:
anger (ANG), disgust (DIS), fear (FEA), happiness (HAP), sadness (SAD), surprise (SUR) and neutral (NEU),
achieving 73.11% on the FER2013 dataset, and 94.64% on the CK+ dataset. We discarded the last layer
of the model and took the resulting 512-dimensional feature vector as facial features to input in our
models. On the other hand, we took the articulation features from LipNet [38]. Visual-only lip reading
as a task is intimately tied to mouth configurations and dynamics in language articulation, and a model
trained for lip reading will have learned their representations. We support this claim with the high
accuracy of the mapping of LipNet outputs to visemes in [38]. While it would be possible to consider
a different set of features to represent speech-related mouth configurations, e.g., including phoneme
information, it would deviate from our visual-only approach, and we retain it would be a more indirect
way of representing them. We discarded the bidirectional GRU layers and took the output of the last
spatio-temporal CNN (STCNN) + spatial pooling layers, yielding a 96-dimensional feature vector
representing mouth movement features. In line with the emotions that the facial features model is
trained to predict, and in line with the available emotions in the dataset we use, all of the models we
train predict the same seven basic emotions.

3.2. Dataset

There are several datasets which feature speaking subjects annotated with emotions that
could be considered for our experiments. IEMOCAP [33] features 12 h of dyadic interactions,
both acted and staged, annotated with the seven discrete emotional classes. The state of the art
on IEMOCAP for visual AFER stands at 64% and is achieved by deep modelling of interactions via
multiple modalities [39]. SEMAINE [40] and its modified counterpart AVEC [41] contain a total of
959 interactions between humans and artificially intelligent agents. While AVEC does not provide
discrete emotions, SEMAINE annotations are provided in two flavors, real valued affective dimensions

https://github.com/WuJie1010/Facial-Expression-Recognition.Pytorch.git
https://github.com/WuJie1010/Facial-Expression-Recognition.Pytorch.git
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and discrete emotions. However, the discrete emotions do not contain the full set of Ekman’s basic
emotions but only a subset, lacking surprise and adding contempt and amusement, which reflects
its purpose of being a dataset of dyadic interactions. The MELD [42] dataset contains about
13,000 utterances from multi-party dialogues from the TV-series Friends, with real valued annotations
provided for the available modalities: audio, visual and textual. The Ryerson Audio-Visual Database
of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [5] consists of 24 professional actors vocalizing lexically
matched statements. Speech includes all of Ekman’s basic emotions, namely, calm, happy, sad, angry,
fearful, surprise and disgust expressions, with each expression produced at two levels of emotional
intensity, with an additional neutral expression at only a single intensity. RAVDESS is a very recent
dataset, and has been adopted in research so far mainly in the field of emotion detection from
speech. State of the art accuracy on the dataset for the problem reaches over 70% (see [43–47] for
an overview). However, to our knowledge there is no work on visual only emotion recognition on
the RAVDESS dataset.

We turn to RAVDESS, it being particularly suitable for our experiments as it covers all the basic
emotions, with the addition of calm which we ignore, and it has multiple subjects which introduces
diversity in the data, among which there is minimal variation in external conditions. In fact, the actors
are directly facing the camera with consistent illumination and no occlusions, and all are uttering
the same phrases, making the only variations in the data the visual aspects of the actors and their
performances. The face and the mouth being fully visible in consistent conditions makes for optimal
inputs to both visual AFER and lip reading tasks. This reduces any noise and variation fundamentally
unrelated to the problem at hand, allowing one to discover to a greater extent than otherwise
the potential of our approach in increasing AFER accuracy. Furthermore, the other mentioned datasets
are mainly captured in a setting of dyadic interactions and geared toward modeling the same through
multimodal approaches, or they feature a non standard subset of Ekman’s emotions as annotations.
For these reasons we opted for RAVDESS, thereby allowing us to focus on Ekman’s emotions and evade
the additional complexity introduced by an interaction setting.

3.3. Implementation Details

The RNN, the CNN and the MLP were all chosen with simple architectures due to the fact that
the features in input are of low dimensionality, the dataset is not of vast size and the inputs themselves
are the outputs of two relatively more complex deep models. Be that as it may, more complex
architectures were attempted but with no discernible improvements in accuracy and worsening
overfitting. The RNN network, shown in Figure 2, is composed of a layer of eight GRU bidirectional
cells, followed by a dense layer with 16 neurons and a softmax output layer. The CNN network,
shown in Figure 3, is composed of 16 filters, a kernel size of 8 and a stride of 1 in both the dimensions,
and the inputs were zero padded so as to preserve input dimensionality at layer output. Following
the convolutional layer are a 2D global average pooling layer and a softmax output layer. The MLP
had a single hidden layer with 256 hidden units. Dropout was applied on the hidden, convolutional
and recurrent layers in the MLP, CNN and RNN, respectively.

The dataset was split into test and train layers by actors: actors 5, 15 and 18 were randomly
chosen for testing, and the rest were used for training and validation. Splitting by actors instead
of sampling from the combined data offers a more objective measure of performance. Had parts
of the data of a particular actor been present in both the test and train datasets, it would have
provided the opportunity for the models to learn actor-specific attributes and potentially display
higher classification accuracy on the test data.

All the videos are converted into 25 fps from the original 30 due to LipNet having been trained
on that frame rate, and the frames at which the models are trained are in the range of 5–65 in 5 frame
increments. This corresponds to a range from 0.2 s to 2.6 s of input duration in increments of 0.2 s.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the RNN lip model for 60 frames. The input dimensions represent (batch size,
number of frames, feature space dimension). The feature space dimension is the sum of 512 dimensions of
facial features and 96 dimensions of LipNet features.

InputLayer
input:

output:
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GlobalAveragePooling2D
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output:
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Dense
input:

output:

(?, 16)

(?, 7)

Figure 3. Schematic of the CNN lip model for 60 frames. The input dimensions represent (batch size,
channels, number of frames, feature space dimension). The feature space dimension is the sum of
512 dimensions of facial features and 96 dimensions of LipNet features.

All the learning parameters were shared across all the models: learning rate 0.001, dropout
probability 0.5 and batch size 32. All models were trained for 50 epochs. The loss function was
categorical cross entropy, and the optimizer was Adam [48].

4. Results and Discussion

Table 1 and Figure 4 present the accuracy of the models on test data varying the considered
sequence duration. A general rising trend in accuracy can be noticed, indicating that providing more
temporal context to the model increases the classification accuracy. The trend plateaus between 35 and
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45 frames for all but the two lip models, which boasts the trend all the way to the maximum number
of frames. The worst performing model is confidently the frame model, while the two best performing
models are the CNN lip and RNN lip models, with the RNN lip model slightly outperforming the CNN
lip model at higher frames. Most importantly, however, we see that there is, at frames greater than 25,
a clear and persistent accuracy gain of the lip models with respect the corresponding face models.

Table 1. Test data accuracy of the models at different frame values. Models with highest accuracy are
indicated in bold.

Frames CNN CNN Lip RNN RNN Lip Frame

5 0.429 0.446 0.423 0.444 0.413
10 0.413 0.448 0.443 0.452 0.421
15 0.458 0.458 0.458 0.442 0.431
20 0.459 0.442 0.462 0.475 0.437
25 0.465 0.509 0.452 0.470 0.439
30 0.475 0.516 0.465 0.513 0.441
35 0.479 0.485 0.476 0.530 0.449
40 0.459 0.509 0.485 0.505 0.450
45 0.452 0.479 0.473 0.533 0.457
50 0.465 0.492 0.479 0.519 0.449
55 0.466 0.508 0.482 0.538 0.444
60 0.462 0.544 0.470 0.594 0.447
65 0.448 0.569 0.482 0.563 0.454

10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of Frames

0.425

0.450

0.475

0.500

0.525

0.550

0.575

0.600

Ac
cu

ra
cy

CNN accuracy
CNN-LIP accuracy
RNN accuracy
RNN-LIP accuracy
FRAME accuracy

Figure 4. A plot of accuracy of the models on test data.

Looking at only the difference in accuracy between the lip models and the corresponding face
models, as depicted in Figure 5, we can confirm both the increase in accuracy starting at 25 frames,
and that it follows a seemingly linear rising trend, as we increase the number of frames in input to
the model. Running linear regression on the data in Figure 5 reveals a statistically significant slope
of 0.0014, representing the increase in accuracy per additional frame in input. However, the real
trend is likely not linear due to there being an upper limit to the accuracy metric, and increasing
further the number of frames would raise questions as to the persistence of expressions of base
emotions in spontaneous conversations. Nonetheless, the accuracy gains for the data at hand seem to
rise linearly with positive values starting from 1 s in input sequence duration. While attributing
interpretation to the workings of a black box system, such as a neural network, is a slippery
endeavour, we retain the reason behind the lip models not plateauing and the increases rising
linearly: the information-related to articulation boosts the utility of the information-related to the face.
Under the assumption that articulation-related features in speaking subjects carry no information
on affect, they induce the network to become invariant to articulation. Thus, when providing more
information in input with a greater number of frames, the lip models are able to classify better.
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Figure 5. Differences in accuracy between lip and facial only models on test data.

On Figure 6 a representative example of the training behavior of the models can be seen. It depicts
the training set and validation set accuracy values for different epochs for two models: the best
performing RNN lip and the corresponding RNN face model. A sharp difference in validation
and training accuracy can be noticed in both the models revealing a case of overfitting, as the training
accuracy increases while the validation accuracy stays approximately the same with oscillations.
This discrepancy in accuracy could not be alleviated by increasing dropout probability, and has been
described previously in [21] by Li et al. as a general problem of AFER. They attribute this phenomenon
to deep neural networks requiring a large amount of training data to avoid overfitting, and the existing
facial expression databases not being sufficiently large for the task. Additionally, they point out
that high inter-subject variations due to different personal attributes and levels of expressiveness,
variations in pose, illumination and occlusions, all common in spontaneous interactions, contribute to
the overfitting issue.

0 10 20 30 40 50
Epochs

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Ac
cu

ra
cy RNN-LIP training acc

RNN-LIP validation acc
RNN training acc
RNN validation acc

Figure 6. Training and validation accuracy for the best performing RNN models.

To evaluate in more detail how the accuracy is distributed over classes, we can examine
the confusion matrices of the models evaluated on the test dataset. Figures 7–10 depict these for
the best performing frame, CNN lip and RNN lip models. For the CNN lip and RNN lip models,
respectively, the face model trained on the same number of frames was also included. In addition to
the confusion matrices, heatmaps of the differences in the confusion matrices between the lip models
and the corresponding face models are included. Obtained by subtracting the face model matrix from
the lip model matrix, positive values signify increases in accuracy for the lip model, and vice versa
for negative values. The horizontal axis represents the predicted classes, while the vertical classes
represent ground truth. The rows of the confusion matrices are individually normalized to a range
from 0 to 1.
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Figure 7. (Left) Confusion matrix of the best performing CNN lip model. (Right) Confusion matrix of
the best performing RNN lip model.
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Figure 8. (Left) Confusion matrix of the CNN model with the same number of frames as the best
performing CNN lip model. (Right) Confusion matrix of the RNN model with the same number of
frames as the best performing RNN lip model.
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(Right) Differences between the confusion matrices of the RNN lip and the RNN model.
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Figure 10. Confusion matrix of the best performing Frame model.

Patterns common to all of the models can be observed: neutral and sad appear to be somewhat
ambiguous for the models; happiness has a very high accuracy; and fear and surprise have very low
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accuracy. Surprise is in part confused for happiness, and fear for surprise. The frame model displays some
deviations from these patterns and generally has lower accuracy, but fares well. Its biggest weak spot
is the poor performance on surprise. If we confront CNN models with the RNN models we can also
notice certain patterns, such as the RNN models being better at classifying surprise. We found these
curious dissimilarities between the CNN and RNN models consistently across models with differing
numbers of frames, which might suggest a hybrid model would achieve superior performance.

The improvements obtained by the lip models over the corresponding face models are visible
in Figure 9 for the RNN and CNN models, respectively, depicted as heatmaps of values obtained
by subtracting the confusion matrix of the face model from the confusion matrix of the lip model.
Recall that a desirable outcome for such a representation is to have positive values on the diagonal,
meaning that classification accuracy has increased, and having negative values elsewhere, meaning that
misclassification has decreased. We observe in Figure 9 that nearly all values on the diagonals are
positive, meaning that nearly all classes improved in accuracy. The largest improvements can be noted
for the classes anger, fear and disgust. In fact, for both the RNN and the CNN models the anger class
gained around 25% in accuracy, with the biggest increase of 27% being disgust for the CNN model.
Similarly, the misclassification values were generally diminished with the biggest being misclassifying
disgust as fear, in both of the models. The RNN lip model also diminished the misclassification of
neutral as sad by 22%. The exception is misclassifying surprise as happines that increased for both of
the models.

Figure 11 shows some frames from RAVDESS of Actor 18 expressing fear and pronouncing
the phrase “The kids are talking by the door." The video sequence was run through the 60 frame
models and Figure 12 shows the attribution of probability to the classes fear and sadness, respectively,
for different initial frames provided in input. The CNN lip model and the RNN lip model respectively
assign a very high probability of the correct emotion to the sequence regardless of the number of
frames in input. However, both the CNN and the RNN models assigned a much higher probability
to sadness irrespective of the starting frame, aside from the CNN model at initial frame 5, where it
shows indecisiveness among the two emotions. The difference in performance among the lip models
and their respective face models can be explained by mouth configurations of the actor’s performance
influencing the face models to classify the expressed emotion incorrectly. In this sequence especially,
both the expression of emotion and the mouth movements are particularly exaggerated by the actor,
making it more likely to confuse the face models. This, however, occurs to a far lesser extent with
the lip models due to them being able to compensate somewhat for the mouth movements related
to articulation.

From the above considerations, we can claim that the inclusion of lip-related features to a deep
learning model classifying basic emotions in speaking subjects improves recognition accuracy, but that
the extent of the improvement is highly dependent on the number of frames provided in input.
However, while the RAVDESS dataset is high by definition, the pose of the speakers stays the same,
the utterances are the same accross speakers, there are not occlusions and the illumination is consistent;
datasets in-the-wild and videos of spontaneous interactions will most likely not satisfy most of
the conditions listed above. Furthermore, while usual AFER models are known to display lesser
accuracy when provided with such input, the lip model introduces an additional component sensitive
to all of the factors above, the model extracting lip features. If any of the factors above influence lip
reading performance—among which we suspect head pose variations to be the most deleterious to
accuracy—the same will propagate to our model. This gives way to the expectation that in cases of
datasets in-the-wild and videos of spontaneous interactions, the increases in accuracy will be lower
than the ones reported in our experiment.
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Figure 11. From left to right, top to bottom, frames sequentially extracted in seven frame increments
from the RAVDESS dataset of Actor 18 expressing fear and pronouncing “The kids are talking by the door."
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Figure 12. Plots of the performance of the 60 frame models on the test video illustrated in Figure 11.
The horizontal axis shows the initial frame provided in inputs to the models, while the vertical
axis measures the probability assigned by the models to a particular emotion class. On the left are
the probabilities of fear of the CNN lip model and the probabilities of fear and sadness of the CNN
model. On the right are the probabilities of fear of the RNN lip model and the probabilities of fear
and sadness of the RNN model.

5. Conclusions

We explore the problem of automatic facial expression recognition in speaking subjects.
As language articulation lessens facial expression recognition accuracy we propose adding
articulation-related features, extracted from a neural network trained to lip read, in input to a deep
learning model.

We devise two models: a spatio-temporal CNN and a GRU cell RNN. They are first trained on
facial features only, and afterwards both on facial features and articulation features on the RAVDESS
dataset. We find that including information related to language articulation improves accuracy up
to 12%, but that the increase in accuracy is highly dependent on the number of consecutive frames
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provided in input. Accuracy gains were positive and linearly rose for input segments from 1 to 2.6 s
in length.

While the results are promising, RAVDESS is an acted dataset and in future works we intend to
evaluate our approach on benchmark in-the-wild datasets, such as the AFEW 6.0, to see the accuracy
improvement when confronted with spontaneous interactions, occlusions, and other challenges
non-acted scenarios bring. In general, the still low accuracy of AFER in speaking subjects offers
ample opportunity for research and improvement. It would be interesting to see how the upper
area of the face is used for communicating nonverbal cues unrelated to affect, which to the best
of our knowledge hasn’t been addressed before. Also, human communication being a multimodal
phenomenon, we consider the greatest potential for improvement in emotion recognition in speaking
subjects laying in modelling multiple modalities, in addition to visual. Thus, modelling prosody,
semantic, or textual information in addition to visual might further improve performance.
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